
Lip
Blush 

L I P  B L U S H  I N F O  P A C K E T



Lip Blush is considered permanent makeup or a

tattoo. The goal of permanent makeup is to help

make you look younger, more refreshed, and more

put together with NO effort! 

Lip Blush permanent makeup technique involves

the deposit of ink into the skin of the lips to create

a fuller, more defined lip that still looks extremely

natural. 

The outcome is a tinted lip balm look that

enhances your natural shape, but that can be

undetectable by other people. Most people would

assume you just have luscious, hydrated, and

youthful looking lips! 

Because Lip Blush is technically a tattoo that will

be on your face for a while, it's important that you

understand exactly how all this works so you can

make the right decision. We look forward to

earning your trust, and this information packet is

the first step! 

 

What is Lip Blush?



Anyone that wants to have a more

youthful appearance, lips that

appear fuller and more defined.

That would include busy parents or

busy people who don’t have much

time to apply make up, active people

who don’t want to worry about

wearing makeup just to look alert,

or any person who has lips that look

the same color as their skin, and

those who have white spots one

their lips. 

 Lip Blush will result in a similar

look of Lip Filler but will last longer. 

Some people will choose to have

both Lip Filler and Lip Blush - filler

to make their lips bigger and Lip

Blush to create the definition and

color that filler cannot. 

Who is lip blush for?

h



The pre procedure 
People with a history of cold sores MUST get an antiviral

prescription from their doctor (such as Valtrex) BEFORE

the appointment to prevent an outbreak post procedure.

Cold sores are very common but need to be prevented in

order to avoid poor healing! 

Taking sun sensitizing medications (including but not

limited to Retinol/Retin-a/vitamin A) – these need to be

stopped at least 2 weeks before the appointment. 

Those who have had Lip Filler must wait until 4 weeks post

injections to have Lip Blush. 

Those who have used Accutane within last year

People with a history of keloid scarring are not candidates

for tattooing or lip blush. 

  People with Auto-immune deficiencies may not heal well,

please be sure you are as healthy as possible before

booking. 

Pregnant/ Nursing women should discuss with their doctor

first. 

Those with conditions that cause them to bleed very easily

should speak to a doctor first. 

 

 



The Procedure
A tiny tattoo machine using a tiny needle is used to

gently insert pigment into the lips to slowly build a

nice natural lip color. 

This allows us to build the color gradually so we

have full control over how bold you want you want

your lips to be. 

It's a collaborative process! 

Immediately after the procedure your lips will be

swollen. 

Swelling typically lasts about one day. 

They also look more like a pretty lip stick, and less

like then goal for a few days during the healing

process. The color fades significantly, about 50%,

within a week. 

Healing is extremely easy - typically 4-5 days

chapped lips and that's it! You can use Aquaphor

often and they look great while they heal! 

 



The Investment! 
 

First appointment: $550, includes a

free touch up 6-8 weeks later.

Maintenance touch ups: (done every

12-18 months to keep your Lip

Blush.) $300 - within 18 months of

last appointment.

 

Lip Blush lasts about 2-3 years on

average before it's mostly or

completely gone, though it's

possible it could last longer or fade

more quickly. Most people will get a

touch up around once per 12-18

months, depending on desired look! 

 



FAQ
Will it look like lipstick? 

No, Lip Blush is a very natural lip

enhancement,  with a natural defined lip

that may look bigger. 

 

How long does it last? It's not possible to

predict with exact certainty how long it will

last for each person, since the color you

choose, your lifestyle and how you care for

them will have an impact on that. But on

average it fades away in 2-3 years, with

most people wanting a touch up every 12-18

months or so, depending on how bold you

want your lips to look. 

 

Does it hurt? Most people describe it as a

mild discomfort, and we numb! It is a tattoo,

so you will feel some sting, but it's very

manageable. 

 

 



FAQ continued 
 

Why do I need an anti-viral before my

appointment? 

Cold sores are super common and if you

have ever had one you are at risk for

developing a bad outbreak after getting a lip

tattoo. That would be uncomfortable for you

and could damage your results, therefore it's

critical that you get an anti- viral

prescription from a doctor to begin BEFORE

your appointment and after, according to

doctor's instructions. We will not tattoo

your lips if you have a history of cold sores

and come to your appointment without

having started treatment. If you have never

had a cold sore then this is not something

you need to worry about. 

 

 



FAQ continued
. 

How long does the appointment take?

 The first appointment takes 2-3 hours, and

the touch up takes about 1.5-2 hours.

 Much of that time is spent drawing and

numbing. 

What is the healing process? 

Some swelling and tenderness after the

procedure is normal and may last a day or so

- your lips may look like you got lip filler.

Your lips will appear darker and bigger than

the way they heal for a couple days. Lips are

super EASY to heal - our technique is gentle

so it only takes about 4-5 days on average

and during that time they feel tight and

chapped. You can keep Aquaphor on them

and the flaking is not too noticeable. 

 



Book an Appointment 
Once you have reviewed the information in this

packet, ask us any questions you have. 

Next go to www. HopeEsthetics.com. and use the

book tab to schedule your appointment. We will

then send you the link to pay the required $100

deposit to secure your appointment by email.

 Your appointment is not considered booked until

the deposit is paid, so be sure to pay that as soon as

possible! Remember to bring your photo ID to your

appointment. 

Also, it’s very important to book your touch up

appointment when you book your initial

appointment! This is to ensure that you get a date

and time that works for you before our schedule

books up. The touch-up appointment should be 6-8

weeks after your initial appointment. If you do not

come in within 8 weeks from your first

appointment you would need to then book a paid

touch-up. -  $300! 

 



Prep Care 
 

If you suspect you have ever had a cold sore in your

life you must obtain a prescription for an antiviral

and begin taking it a couple days prior to the

appointment, per your doctor’s instructions. This is

critical to preventing a herpes outbreak on your

lips post- procedure which is painful, will ruin your

work and unattractive. Please do not skip this

step! 

For 48 hours prior to the procedure avoid: 

Caffeine

 Alcohol 

Aspirin,

 Ibuprofen, 

Vitamin E, 

Niacin,

 Omega 3,

  For 4 weeks prior to the procedure avoid:

Chemical Peels Laser treatments Lip filler 1-2 days

prior to the appointment exfoliate your lips with a

natural lip scrub. 

 



After Care 
 

Day 1: Avoid extremely hot foods and drink with a

straw. Wipe your lips with a moist cotton round

every 30 minutes for the next 3 hours and apply

aquaphor. Removing this fluid will prevent the

formation of thick scabs. After 3 hours wipe your

lips every 2 hours until bedtime and apply 

aquaphor.

 Day 2: Wipe your lips 4-6 times per day and keep

them moist with aquaphor. 

Day 3: Wipe your lips every AM and PM and keep

them moist with aquaphor. 

By now lips should be fully exfoliated. Keep them

protected from the sun. 

Do not use whitening toothpaste during the

healing process. Do not pick at your scabs. Ice and

pain medicine post procedure is fine. Should you

have any issues or concerns at all please contact

us.


